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MAXHUB launches dongle promotion in September 2023 

 

MAXHUB, provider of innovative unified communication and display solutions, is starting the late 

summer with a special promotion: MAXHUB screen sharing dongles for wireless content sharing will 

be included free of charge when purchasing a MAXHUB touch display. The promotion starts on 1 

September 2023 and will end on 15 October 2023 in the EU region. 

 

Perfect for hybrid meetings 

The promotion applies to all MAXHUB V6 touch displays. These include, for example, the all-in-one 

touch displays from the MAXHUB V6 Transcend series, which are available in 65 and 86 inches. They 

offer 4K UHD resolution and thus always deliver optimum picture quality with an outstanding level of 

detail in any situation. Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) has been integrated for optimal lighting contrast. 

The series delivers a natural writing experience thanks to P-Cap Touch technology with 20 touch points. 

In addition, the displays have an integrated microphone and an auto-flip dual camera (48 MP + 8 MP) 

with triple optical zoom, the performance of which is optimised by AI-supported functions such as 

auto-framing and noise reduction. Both touch displays are energy efficient and ENERGY STAR certified. 

 

Plug in and share 

MAXHUB Share is pre-installed on all touch displays and supports the simultaneous wireless screen 

sharing of up to nine devices at a maximum resolution of 4K with low latency. MAXHUB Share dongles 

make wireless content sharing even easier as they only need to be plugged into the laptop. Because 

no installation or training is needed, wireless collaboration can be easily accessed by employees as well 

as guests. Therefore, wireless presentation and conferencing can be set up in a matter of seconds. 

 

The right display for any requirement 

The promotion includes the Classic series (55", 65", 75" and 86"), the V6 ViewPro series (65" and 86") 

and the Transcend series (65" and 86"). 

 

 

Further information: www.maxhub.com 
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Pictures can be found at https://publictouch.de/en/pt-news/maxhub-launches-dongle-promotion-in-september-2023/  
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About MAXHUB 

MAXHUB is an industry leader in smart displays and audiovisual technology, focusing on communication and collaboration. 

As an R&D-led organisation, they develop a range of industry-leading solutions that help keep people seamlessly connected 

and make teamwork more efficient and effective. 

For more information, visit MAXHUB at www.maxhub.com. 
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